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Abstract: In the work of preparing Sweden’s third National Communication to the
Climate Convention, estimates of the effects of different economic instrument in the
Swedish energy system were carried out for the period 1990–2010. The first scenario
estimates the effects on carbon dioxide emissions of the present economic instruments1,
including energy and carbon dioxide taxes and grants to renewable electricity
production. In the second scenario, the 1990 economic instruments, including energy
tax, are assumed to apply throughout the period. The results show that the policies and
measures applied have long-term effects, beyond the year 2010, on the development of
the energy system and thus carbon dioxide emissions.

Introduction

The combustion of fossil fuels gives rise to external effects in terms of global warming.
The tax instrument is a cost-efficient policy and measure, which can be used to
internalise the cost of those external effects. Cost-efficiency is an important criterion
when achieving emission reduction objectives. It is also important that the effects of
policies and measures are possible to evaluate. This presentation includes an analysis
and a comparison of the effects of two different packages of taxes and other economic
instruments.

Brief description of the model

The model used for the scenario estimates is the MARKAL model. MARKAL is an
energy system model that was developed by international cooperation within the IEA.
Distinctive features of MARKAL are that, in addition to covering both energy and the
environment, the model provides scope for describing simultaneously the supply of
energy raw materials, the transport and distribution of energy, as well as large-scale and
small-scale energy conversion. MARKAL is therefore well suited for studying the
competition between different alternatives in the energy system, and how the energy
system adapts itself to various limitations, such as the taxation system or limitations on
the carbon dioxide emissions.

Differences in assumptions between the two scenarios

In the present economic instruments scenario, it is assumed that the Swedish energy and
carbon dioxide taxes of today will apply throughout the period. In addition, it is
assumed that the present operating grants for wind power will be applied to the year

                                                       
1 From 1 January 2001.
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2002. As from 2003, it is assumed that electricity generation from wind power, bio fuel-
fired combined heat and power, and small-scale hydropower will be covered by a
certificate system that stimulates the use of these generation sources. This certificate
system is included in the scenario because the Riksdag (Swedish Parliament) has
decided that such a system shall be introduced in 2003. In the scenarios, this is
simulated by a grant of 150 SEK/MWh. At the same time, the operating grant to wind
power, which applies today, will be withdrawn.

In the 1990 economic instruments scenario, it is assumed that the 1990 Swedish energy
tax will be levied during the whole period. The 1990 scenario refers to energy taxes and
other economic policies that were implemented prior to or from 1 January 1990. VAT
on energy was introduced on 1 March 1990 and carbon dioxide tax on 1 January 1991.
Those economic instruments are thus not included in the 1990 scenario.

The Swedish tax system is subject to different forms of reduction and exemption rules.
For example, the fuel used for electricity generation is not levied with either energy or
carbon tax. This sector is thus exempted from energy and carbon dioxide taxes in both
scenarios. In combined heat and power generation, the fuel used for heat generation in
the scenario with the 1990 economic instruments is subject to energy tax. In the present
economic instruments scenario, heat generation is subject to full carbon dioxide tax and
half the energy tax.

Table 1. Energy and carbon dioxide taxes in the present economic instruments
scenario, SEK/MWh

Energy tax CO2-tax CO2-tax industry
Oil, light 70 154 54
Oil, heavy 64 141 49
Coal 40 181 63
Natural gas 21 106 37
LPG 10 126 44
Petrol 377 142 50
Diesel oil 206 154 54
Electricity 181
Electricity, heat generation etc. 158

Table 2. Energy taxes in the 1990 economic instruments scenario, SEK/MWh
Energy tax

Oil, light 109
Oil, heavy 100
Coal 62
Natural gas 32
LPG 16
Petrol 303
Diesel oil 109
Electricity 92
Electricity, industry 70
Electricity, heat generation etc. 92
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Results

The results show that the economic instruments used affect the development of the
energy system. The present economic instruments scenario leads to much lower carbon
dioxide emissions compared to the scenario with the 1990 economic measures.

In the longer term, the estimated carbon dioxide emissions will be 15–20 percent lower
with the present economic instruments than they would be if the 1990 economic
measures were retained. In 2010, the total carbon dioxide emissions are estimated to be
55 M tonnes with the economic measures of today and 65 M tonnes with the 1990
economic measures. The difference in emissions is thus 10 M tonnes.

In the scenario with the present economic instruments, the carbon dioxide emissions in
2010 will be about the same as those in 1990, i.e., 55.4 M tonnes. However, it is
important to bear in mind that both scenarios for 2010 include net electricity imports of
more than 4 TWh, and that emissions from these imports are not included in the
estimates. In 1990, Sweden exported 3 TWh of electricity.

Figure 1. Total carbon dioxide emissions in the different economic instrument
scenarios, millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide

The use of bio fuels is strongly stimulated by the present economic instruments. (In
these estimates, bio fuels also include peat and waste.) In 2010, the use of bio fuels with
the present economic instruments will have increased to 115 TWh. This is 20 TWh
more than in the scenario with the 1990 economic measures.
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In the scenario with the 1990 economic measures, the use of bio fuels would also
increase substantially. This is explained by the fact that the 1990 taxes would already
have achieved some inducement away from fossil fuels. In addition, it is assumed that
the price of fossil fuels will rise so that bio fuels, at basically constant prices, would
therefore be more competitive. However, in the scenario with the 1990 taxes, it is only
the least expensive range of bio fuels that would be put to use.

The generation of heat for district heating is the area in which the effects of economic
instrument changes are greatest. Present design of the economic instruments results in a
different development of district heating generation. The grants given to bio fuel-fired
combined heat and power stations, together with the high rate of taxation on the use of
fossil fuels, would lead to a substantial expansion of bio fuel-fired combined heat and
power generation by the year 2010. More than half the heat for district heating would
then come from bio fuel-fired combined heat and power generation. Whatever could not
be bio fuel-fired combined heat and power generation would mostly be bio fuel-fired
hot water generation. With present economic instruments, bio fuel will thus be the
dominating fuel for district heating.

Figure 2. Heat generation for district heating in 2010 with the 1990 economic

measures and present economic measures.

Electricity generation differs in the two scenarios, mainly as a result of the assumed
support of 150 SEK/MWh for electricity generation by wind power, bio fuel-fired
combined heat and power, and small-scale hydropower. In addition, the taxes on fossils
fuels in combined heat and power generation are much higher in the scenario with the
present economic instruments. Electricity generation in bio fuel-fired combined heat
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and power plants, wind turbines and small-scale hydro power stations would be higher
and would be introduced earlier with the present economic measures. With the 1990
economic instruments, wind power would not be competitive.

Electricity consumption is higher in the present economic instruments scenario
compared to the 1990 scenario. The grants to renewable electricity generation results in
lower production costs for those generation technologies. In addition, the
competitiveness of electricity improves due to the higher taxes imposed on fossil fuel
based energy consumption.

The emissions from space heating for dwellings and commercial premises would be
lower in the scenario with the present economic measures than in the scenario with the
1990 economic measures. The distribution onto different forms of heating for dwellings
and commercial premises is significantly affected by the two economic measure
systems. In simplified terms, the present economic instruments lead to higher
competitiveness of electricity, whereas the competitiveness of fuel oil would be
impaired because the taxes on oil have increased more than the tax on electricity. Bio
fuel has also become highly competitive.

In the estimates, there are no major differences in the industrial consumption of energy
in the two scenarios. In both scenarios, the consumption of bio fuels would be
somewhat reduced as a result of the limited bio fuel resource being used more
efficiently in other sectors, mainly for generating heat for district heating. In the
scenario with the present economic instruments, bio fuels are more competitive in
applications such as district heating than in industrial applications. The reason is that the
alternatives, mainly fossil fuels, are taxed more heavily in district heating than in
industrial use. Considered overall, bio fuels are thus more useful in generating heat for
district heating.

In our estimates, developments in the transport sector are the same in both economic
instrument scenarios. The competitiveness of alternative fuels is strengthened when the
taxes on petrol (gasoline) and diesel oil increase, although not sufficiently for any fuel
changes to be prompted in the estimates as a result of tax differences. Since we do not
include the effect of energy price on the demand for energy, the higher taxes in the
scenario with the present economic instruments are not reflected in the form of reduced
fuel consumption.


